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Yes Virginia, There is a "Forest Practices Act"
Michael J. Mortimer and James W. Garner
It's often remarked that no state within the southern United
States has to date enacted a comprehensive forest practices
act. Virginia is no exception. That is a far cry, however,
from the mistaken idea that the practice of forestry in Virginia is a lawless free-for-all. To the contrary, Virginia
has, by the thoughtful exercise of legislative powers, asembled an array of laws governing the use of the
Commonwealth's private and state-owned forests.

Virginia does indeed have a "forest practices act." While not
collected in a single, comprehensive document, crucial forestry concerns such as tree regeneration, wildfire, and watershed degradation are all included within the Department
of Forestry's legal mandates.
But other state laws provide for many of the same public
benefits that might otherwise require costly regulation .
Consider for example the following:

To better illustrate this point, we have assembled a list of
the various forestry programs affecting private landowners, all enforced and monitored by the Virginia Department
of Forestry:

Va. Code Ann. 10.1-1107 which provides authority for the
DOF to acquire and accept land for the establi hrnent or
expansion of state forests;

Protecting Virginia's Forests from Wildfire

Va. Code Ann. 10.1-121to1123 which requires the DOF
to design and execute management plan for fore tland
owned by other state agencies;

Cost Recovery for Fire Protection
Va. Code Ann. § 10.1-1141

Burning Law
Va. Code Ann. § 10.1-1142

Appointment and Duties of Forest Wardens
Va. Code Ann. § 10. 1-1135 and 1136

Serious Fire Hazards

Va. Code Ann. 10.1-1105.1to1150.6 which establishes a
certified burn manager program, ensuring that when prescribed fire is used as a forest management tool, individuals
are properly trained and professionally certified;
Directive No. 94 establishing the DOF as the lead state
agency in establishing 610 miles of riparian buffer .

Va. Code Ann. §10.1 - 1158

Protecting Virginia's Waters
Silvicultural Activities Affecting Water Quality
Va. Code Ann. §10.1 - 1181 . 1to1181.7

Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act
Va . Code Ann. §4.2. 10 and 4. 38

Protection of State Waters
(including development of
Best Management Practices or BM Ps)
Va. Code Ann. §10.1-11 05

Common to these laws is a commitment to conserving
Virginia's forests, con ideration of environmental concerns,
stewardship of private forest resources, and protection of
the rights of private forest landowners.
Michael J. Mortimer is assistant professor of forest law
and policy in the Department of Forestry, Virginia Tech,
Blacksbu rg, VA (mortimer@vt. ed u). James W. Garner is
the Virginia State Foreste r, Virginia Department of Forestry,
Charlottesville, VA (garn erj@ dof.state.va.us).
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Prevention of Debris in Streams
Va. Code Ann. §62. 1- 194.2

RESOURCE REVIEW

Conservation of Virginia's Forests

New Natural Resource Extension
Publications Available from Virginia Tech

Seed Tree Law
Va. Code Ann. §1 0.1-1162 to 11 69

Pesticide Regulation
Va. Code Ann. §3. 1-249.30

Forest Insects and Disease
Va. Code Ann. §10.1- 1177 to 1181

Regulated Incentive Programs
for Forest Landowners
Timber Growth

A number of new extension publications have been developed
by Virginia Tech Department of Forestry and College of Natural Resources to address timely natural resource management
issues. All extension publications are available on the web at:
www.ext.vt.edu/resources. Most recent publications are available in both pdf and html formats. Given recent state budget
shortfalls, many publications are available on the internet only
with plans to print on indefinite hold.

Riparian Forest Buffer Series

Va. Code Ann. § 10. 1-1106

Reforestation Cost Share
Va. Code Ann. § 10. 1-11 70 to 1176

Land Use Taxation
Va. Code Ann. §58-1-3230 to 3244

Riparian BufferTax Credit

By Julia Klapproth (Maryland Cooperative Extension) and
James Johnson (Virginia Cooperative Extension) for forest
landowners, educators, and high school students, the Understanding the Science Behind Riparian Forest Buffers Series is a
set of six bulletins detailing the benefits and management of

Va. Code Ann. §58. 1-339. 1O
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EVENTS CALENDAR
event
contact

date/
location

0

For the most complete listing of natural resource education events, visit the onllne
events calendar at: www.cnr.vt.edu/forestupdate. See also: www.conted.vt.edu/forestry.

event/description

RAFWA

January 30
Rockbridge Area Forestry and Wildlife Association Dinner Meeting
Howard Johnson 's Speaker is Mr. Russ McFarland, a forester with the National Forest Service at Natural Bridge. Mr.
Rockbridge, VA McFarland is a specialist in Gypsy Moths. Dues ($5) may be paid at the meeting or mailed to 4222
Borden Grant Trail, Fairfield, VA 24435. Punch will be served at 6pm, dinner at 7pm.

PT

February 8
Woodland Options for Landowners
Tappahannock, VA Overview of forest and wildlife management concepts and practices; topics include: management
planning and objectives, resource assessment, sources of assistance, basic pine and hardwood forest
ecology and management, basic wildlife management, and land use conservation strategies.

HH

EC

February 12-13
Blacksburg, VA

time

fee

6pm

$12.00

8am-4pm

$35.00

(preregistration requested unless noted otherwise; TBA =to be announced)

Timber Income Tax
Timber tax expert Harry Haney will provide participants with a working knowledge of the major
federal income tax aspects of timber resource management. Emphasis on recent tax changes for
timber investment, marketing, and management planning. Course fee includes lunches, refreshments, and complete set of instructional materials.

February 6-8
Winter Woody Plant ID
St. Michaels, MD This 2.5-day course will help give the professional a competitive edge on winter plant identification. Taxonomic keys and field excursions will be utilized to identify over 80 woody species. Wood
Plants in Winter by Core and Ammons included. Background in botany preferred but not necessary.

www.cnr.vt.edu/forestupdate

all day
each day

$295.00

www.conted.vt.edu/timtax

all day
each day

$475.00

www.wetland.org

DG

February 11-25
Southside, VA
(TBA)

Sustainable Timber Marketing and Harvesting Short Course
Designed for landowners considering a timber harvest on their woodlands; topics include: sustainable harvesting practices, water and soil quality, environmental regulations, timber sale planning,
timber sales contracts, timber taxation, cost-share programs, and conservation easements.

EC

February 18-20
Laurel, MD

Winter Wetland Delineation
Designed for professionals already familiar with the Corps of Engineers wetland delineation method
looking to further enhance their skills. A mixture of field and class work will help student conquer
the difficulties in delineating after leaf drop along with unpredictable soil and hydrology conditions. Environmental Concern is an accredited training facility for the USACOE.

all day
each day

Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb

11:
15:
18:
25:

6-9pm
1-5pm
6-9pm
6-9pm

$40.00

$575.00

www.wetland.org
··~

KL

February 27
Atlanta, GA

Harvester Involvement In Inventorying And Monitoring Of Nontimber Forest Products
For all interested in the sustainable management of nontimber forest products, including federal,
tribal, state, and private land managers, harvesters and buyers, extension agents, policy makers and
scientists from the states listed above. Workshop will explore how harvesters can participate in a
biological monitoring program of nontimber forest product resources (such as ginseng, saw
palmetto and other medicinal plants; mushrooms and berries and other wild edibles; galax , grape
vines, moss and other floral greens; pine straw, wild seeds, etc.). Pre-registration is required

8:30am-5pm

no fee

DG

March 3-24
Southside, VA
(TBA)

Wildlife Options for Landowners
Principles and techniques for enhancing game and nongame wildlife species on private lands; topics
include: basic wildlife requirements, applied habitat ecology and management, forest practices,
habitat structures, open field management, riparian forests and corridors, and wildlife damage.

6-9 pm
each night

$40.00

FSG

May 28-31
Forest Stewards Guild Annual Conference: Conserving Biodiversity in Working Forests
University of the This year we gather on the Cumberland Plateau in Tennessee, near Chattanooga. We will focus on
South
how we can optimize the role of the working forest landscape in biodiversity conservation. Eastern
Sewanee, TN
Tennessee features a powerful mix of ecological variety and challenging forestry issues, and, with a
range of technical workshops, tours, and discussions, the conference promises to be a significant
learning experience. This year, we are adding a discrete day-long Guild membership meeting.

www.cnr.vt.edu/forestupdate
TBA

TBA

www.foreststewardsguild.org

EVENT CONTACTS
for more information or to register for a specific event, please contact:
event

name/affiliation

phone

e-mail

Dan Goerlich, Virginia Cooperative Extension
Environmental Concern, Inc.
Forest Stewards Guild
Harry Haney, Virginia Tech Department of Forestry
Katie Lynch
Pat Tyrrell, Tidewater Resource Conservation and Development Council
Rockbridge Area Forestry and Wildlife Association

434/476-2147
410/7 45-9620
505/983-3887
540/231-5212
503/320-1323
804/443-1118
540/463-4733

dalego@vt.edu
Dir.Educate@wetland.org
info@foreststewardsguild.org
hhaney@vt.edu
ktlynch@ifcae .org

contact
DG

EC
FSG
HH
KL
PT
RAFWA
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The Fragmented Forest
Adam Downing
Those words carry pretty negative undertones.
Perhaps I should've chosen a different title like
"Forest Bits & Pieces" or "Checkerboard Forestry"
which sounds more like an environmentally
f1iendly candy or boardgame. Aside from the undertones of certain phraseology, the fact is that forest fragmentation has both negative and positive
consequences. But I' rn getting ahead of myself
because fragmentation also implies something has
changed.

then pass that on to one's heirs is still a dream
many American's share. This practice and unwieldy inheritance taxes are primary factors contributing to parcelization and subsequent fragmentation of forestland. Let's look at a fictional
short story based on many true stories.

The Hundred Acre Wood:
I grew up in a 100 acre wood. My brother and I
are excited to inherit this piece ofproperty that
we hunted, built forts on, and played in. We fig ure the easiest thing to do, since we both want the
property is to split it in two. (20 years pass ... )
Hunting on 50 acres isn 't like hunting on JOO but
it's better than nothing, since my brother
changed his mind a few years back about letting
me hunt on his piece. Since I don't live on the
property, I only make it back once a year anyway.

FIGURE 1. As evidenced by this chart from
the 1994 study Characterizing Virginia's Private Forest Owners and Their Forest Lands
(USDA Forest Service, NE Research Station) , forest ownership in the larger acreage
size classes has decreased while the numbe r of owne rsh ips in small ac reage size
classes has increased. The average size
of a privately owned forest in Virginia is 29
acres and is estimated to become 17 acres
by 2010.

Is Fragmentation New?
You may be surprised to learn that Virginia's forests have always been fragmented. Before Europeans arrived in this country, the Southeastern United
States was actively and extensively managed. According to latest and best estimates, pre-European
population, of what is now the geographical United
States was as high as 50 million. To put that in
context, that's about
Parcelization is the
what the population
division of large, conof this country was
tiguous forest tracts
not long after the
into smaller properties.
Civil War. The
It creates the conditions
point being that this
necessary for forest
was not the "wildfragmentation and landuntamed" land many
use conversion.
of us learned about
Fragmentation is the
in history class.
conversion of forests to
Collectively, native
non-forest use; leads to
populations maina diversity of land uses
on former forestland.
tained hundreds of
thousands of cultivated fields . Intentional management activities and
severe weather events kept the forest in somewhat
of a patchy mosaic.
This patchy mosaic was accentuated by European
settlement patterns. The desire to own land and to

Adam Downing

FIGURE 2. Demand for

Town is moving out, and the neighbor's farm has
metamorphosed into a "subdivision." My
uncle 's place, next to ours, is now in three different pieces for his three daughters and I can't
hunt there either. I think how great it must have
been for my great grandfather when he owned all
500 acres before he sold some to a golf course
and the children inherited the rest.

housing and preference
for wooded lots are two
common factors contributing to forest fragmentation across Virginia.

eficial to "generalist" and "edge"
species. Deer,
squirrels and rabbits, for example,
do well with a mixture of open,
brushy and wooded
areas. Other wildlife, such as certain
migratory songbirds, need large
"interior" forest
areas.

The ability of the forest to produce various amenities such as timber and non-timber products also
lessens in areas experiencing fragmentation. Numerous studies identify a size threshold below
which forested tracks are much less likely to be
managed. Manageability relates to tract size.
Owners of less than 25 acres are not as likely to
actively manage their land for various income, aesthetic, or wildlife goals. Even when small woodlot
owners want to manage their land, fewer options
may be available. For example, timber harvesting
is often a viable tool to improve wildlife habitat.
However, timber-harvesting efficiency decreases as
tract size decreases.

Today I opened my mail to find a letter offering
more money than I've ever seen for my property.
I had always figu red I'd leave it to my children
but they don't seem very interested in it anyway.
Besides that, I'm still in debt from the loan I had
to take out to pay the inheritance taxes and I
could really use the money to pay for their college educations ...SOLD!
I guess a large retail store wants to capitalize on
the recent growth in the area. The land will be
cleared paved and built on. I'm sad as I think
about the place I knew but I hear the residents
are eager to have a store so close.

Parcels and Fragments:
The Rest of the Story
Fragmentation is beneficial to certain sectors of
society. But is it beneficial to society as a whole?
In the context of healthy and productive forests ,
properly functioning ecosystems and the forest
industry, parcelization and fragmentation have
significant consequences. Virginia's forests play
a critical role in the ecological and economic
health of the state. According to the Virginia Department of Forestry, Virginia's forest provide
over $30 billion in benefits annually and greenhouse gas and pollution abatement worth over $2
billion to the Commonwealth (source: Virginia's
Forests: Our CommonWealth, 2001).
Fragmentation tends to isolate and separate forested tracts from each other. This leads to a loss
of wildlife habitat and changes its potential to
produce other forest amenities demanded by society such as timber/non-timber forest products",
clean air/water, recreation/hunting, etc. Fragmented forests abound with wildlife habitats ben-

Virginia Department of Forestry

FIGURE 3. This 700-acre forest patch in

Louisa County is owned as 65 different parcels of approx. ten acres each (tract sizes
range from 0.1 to 90 acres) . Though much
may remain wooded , primary use of the land
will likely change from forest to residential.
Despite the fact that Virginia has always had fragmented forests, today's fragmentation is more
widespread and more permanent than in the past. It
is a result of development, a more permanent land
use change than nature implements. It's also occurring more rapidly than ever before. As citizens,
natural resource professionals, and landowners, we
need to be aware of this. Indeed we all need places
to live and work and shop. We also need forests
that are capable of providing us with clean air &
water, homes for wildlife, timber to build homes
and a myriad of other benefits.
Adam Downing is Extension Forester for Virginia Cooperative Extension's Northern District.
(adowning@vt.edu). f!l
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ABSENCE from page 5
more intensive site-preparation to deal with the
increased competition. The landowner expects to
receive a 35% cost-share payment of $87 .50 per
acre. Under RT, however, the maximum allowable payment is $60 per acre. As a result, the
landowner's reforestation costs become $190 per
acre.
Delaying stand establishment by one year means
that thinnings and final harvest each occur one
year later than in previous cases. The $32.44 cost
in Year 0 equals the revenue lost that year by delaying reforestation. Even though the landowner
did receive cost-share, delaying reforestation one
year resulted in decreased values for NPV
($354.46), LEV ($404.06), EAE ($24.24 ), and
IRR (8.8%).
Overall, results show that Case 2 has the most
favorable return due to the availability of costshare assistance (Table 1). The net present value
of Case 2 is $49 .60 larger than the net present
value of Case 1. Case 3 illustrates that it is not in
the landowner's best interest to delay reforestation
if cost-share money has run out. When any landowner postpones stand establishment, he or she

TABLE 1. Net present value (NPV), land expectation value (LEV), equal annual equivalent
(EAE), and internal rate of return (IRR) for timber investments with and without cost share.
CASE
CASE 1. Timber investment w/o cost-share
CASE 2. Timber investment w/ cost-share
CASE 3. Timber investm ent w/ cost-share delayed 1 year

NPV
($/acre)

LEV
EAE
($/acre) ($/acre)

IRR
(%)

393.99
444.74
294.99

452.91
511.25
336.26

9. 7
10.8
8.4

27 .17
30.68
20.18

loses potential income due to the cost of lost production and the increase in establishment costs.

chop and burn, or spray and burn, prior to planting.

Summar y

Reforestation should be an integral part of the
timber harvesting and marketing decision. To
maximize income and provide for future generations, landowners should always reforest with
funds generated either from timber harvests,
loans, or other resources, whether or not costshare monies are available. Reforestation pays ...
but don't delay!

A timberland owner achieves the best financial
results by utilizing existing cost-share programs
and reforesting during the first planting season
following a harvest. However, analyses show
that keeping timberland productive with or without cost-share assistance is superior to delaying
one or more years if cost-share payments are not
available. By delaying reforestation, the landowner foregoes income for that year and also
realizes an increase in stand establishment costs.
Establishment costs usually increase proportionally up to three years following harvest. From
three to ten years post harvest reforestation costs
remain relatively constant, when one must drum

William F. Johnson is a graduate research assistant in the Virginia Tech Department of Forestry (wijohns3@vt.edu) ; Daniel L. Goerlich is
the Central District (Southside) Extension Forester (dalego@vt.edu) ; and Harry L. Haney, Jr.
is the Garland Gray Professor of Forestry with
the Virginia Tech Department of Forestry
(hhaney@vt.edu).
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Virginia Begins New Cash for Conservation Program
Beth Obenshain, New River Land Trust
If you are a Virginia individual or l.w~ines.s_ tax-

payer, now you can reduce your state tax bills by
10 percent or more by buying conservation tax
credits. Although most Virginians can benefit,
this incentive is especially valuable for wealthier
taxpayers, who pay more of their taxes at the
highest top marginal rate.
Under Federal tax law, landowners are allowed a
deduction when they place a perpetual restriction
on development of their land, known as a "conservation easement." Virginia allows landowners
a credit against their state income taxes for half the
appraised value of an easement they donate. Each
dollar of tax credit removes a dollar from the
landowner's 2002 tax bill, and any excess credit
can be carried forward, reducing taxes for up to
five more years.
For the first time, beginning in 2002, Virginia
allows landowners to sell the tax credits they
receive for placing conservation easements on
their land. You can buy tax credits from one of
your neighbors or from a qualifying landowner
anywhere else in the state. Any unused portion
of a purchased tax credit also can be carried
forward to future years. Although several
companies have formed to market these credits,
direct private sales are being arranged through
accountants, estate planners, and lawyers. By
arranging a purchase through your local professional, you may be able to negotiate a better rate
than the 90-cents on-the-dollar being quoted by
some companies.

In recognitio.n...of the work being done by local
land protection organizations in promoting conservation easements and thereby preserving
Virginia's countryside, you may qualify for yet
another charitable deduction by donating part of
your tax savings to your local land trust. Then
you will save both taxes and Virginia's natural
landscape. For more information contact the
Virginia Outdoors Foundation (Eastern Virginia
office) at: 804/225-2147; fax: 804/371-4810;
www.virginiaoutddorsfoundation.org.
Beth Obenshain is executive director of the
New River Land Trust (betho@i-plus.net). Ul

PUBLICATIONS from page 1
streamside (riparian) forests as buffers for land
management activities and wildlife and fish habitat.
Bulletin titles include: An Overview (VCE Pub.
#420-150); Effects on Water Quality (VCE Pub.
#420-151); Effects on Plant and Animal Communities (VCE Pub. #420-152); Benefits to Communities and La.ndowners (VCE Pub. #420-153);
Planning, Establishment, and Maintenance (VCE
Pub. #420-154 ); Factors Influencing Adoption
(VCE Pub. #420-155); and Resources for Virginia
La.ndowners (VCE Pub. #420-156).

Timber Theft
By Shawn Baker and Michael Mortimer, Dealing
with Timber Theft (VCE Pub. #420-136; available
on the internet only) addresses this growing prob-

lem in Virginia'.s_ 2rivately- and government-owned
fores ts. The publication reviews nature of timber
theft, possible legal recourse, prevention, and how
to report timber theft.

Non-Timber Forest Products
La.nd Access for Growing and Foraging Non-Timber Forest Products (VCE Pub. #420-131; available on the internet only) by Brigette Parsons,
Michael Mortimer, and A.L. Hammett contains
legally-reviewed model licence and lease agreements for growing and collecting non-timber forest
products on private forestlands. Basic information
on the legal issues and potential problems of cultivating non-timber forest products on private lands
is also addressed. An extensive listing of additional resources and related references is included.

Reforestation
By William Johnson, Daniel Goerlich, and Harry
L. Haney, JR., Reforestation in the Absence of Cost
Share: Does it Pay? (VCE Pub. #420-407; available on the internet only, Spring 2003) is an economic analysis of three different reforestation scenarios with and without cost-share assistance. In
addition to the economic analysis addressing this
oft-asked question, the publication contains an excellent overview of basic assumptions and tools
used to determine economic returns for forestry
management operations. An abstracted version of
this publication appears in this issue of the Update
(see page 5).
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Reforestation in the Absence of Cost-Share: Does it Pay?
William R Johnson, Daniel L. Goerlich, and Dr. Harry L. Haney, Jr.
The following article is abstracted from the
forthcoming extension publication (Virginia
Cooperative Extension Pub. No. 420-407)
by the same title. The full article will be
available Spring 2003 (on the internet only)
at: www. ext. vt. edu/ resources .

Introduction
Throughout Virginia, non-industrial private forestland owners manage millions of acres of valuable timberland. These individuals own and manage forestland for a variety of objectives, including income, recreation, wildlife management, and
other activities. Foresters and experienced landowners know that encouraging prompt regeneration is an important part of maintaining productive timberland.
For decades, state and federal cost-share programs have been available to help landowners
with pine reforestation expenses. For example,
the Virginia Department of Forestry administers
the Reforestation of Timberlands (RT) Program.
This program reimburses landowners for 35% of
their reforestation expenses, up to a maximum of
$60 per acre.
Incorporating cost-share programs when reforesting is an excellent strategy that can increase a
landowner's rate of return on investment. In fact,
cost-sharing is so attractive that some landowners
may decide to delay reforestation a year or more

if cost-share money has run out for the current
year. This article illustrates the financial impact of
key landowner decisions regarding prompt reforestation with and without cost-share, and the effect of delaying reforestation one year due to an
absence of cost-share funds.

Assumptions
Assumptions are a necessary part of any financial
analysis. Changes in site index, timber prices,
management regime, reforestation costs, and other
factors will all impact the rate of return on investment. The investment returns presented in this
publication are based on the following management assumptions.
1) The financial projections that serve as the
foundation for the cost-share analyses utilize a
Southern piedmont loblolly pine plantation. The
site index-measure of soil productivity-of the
timberland is 60 feet at a base age of 25. This
means that the larger trees will be about 60 feet
tall when they have reached 25 years of age. This
is the approximate statewide average site index
for Virginia.
2) The tract was site prepared and planted with
600 trees per acre of second generation, genetically improved seedlings. This planting density
is commonly recommended today, although more
or fewer trees per acre may be planted depending
on landowner objectives. Genetically improved
seedlings will grow faster and create higher qual-

ity wood. Therefore, we have increased the site
index to 67 for modeling purposes.
3) In our examples, we assumed that the landowner was interested in growing trees for large
sawtimber. The three cases are based on a forest
management regime that utilizes two thinnings
prior to the final harvest. The first thinning is
performed in year 18, the earliest feasible point in
this rotation. This timing is due to harvesting
limitations that require the thinning to produce a
minimum of 26 tons (~10 cords) of fiber per acre
to ensure an economically viable logging operation. The second thinning is conducted in year
27, and the final harvest occurs at an optimal rotation length of 35 years. This rotation length
maximizes the plantation's financial return under
the current management regime.
4) Harvest volume information was obtained
from the growth and yield model PCWTHIN 2.1.
This model yields cord and International 1/4
MBF (thousand board feet) volumes that were
subsequently converted to tons. The cordwood
volumes were converted to tons using a conversion factor of 2.68 tons per standard pine pulpwood cord. The sawtimber volumes were converted to tons using six tons per thousand board
feet. Weight measurements are used due to prevalence in current markets and to ensure data consistency. The conversions were also necessary to
standardize data for entry into the forest finance
spreadsheet.
5) A forest finance spreadsheet was used to calculate Net Present Value (NPV), Land Expectation Value (LEV), Equal Annual Equivalent
(EAE), and Internal Rate of Return (IRR) decision criteria. These terms are defined below:
Net Present Value represents the present value
of a management regime by discounting future
revenues and future costs back to the present
for one investment period (rotation) . When
NPV is positive an independent investment
project should be undertaken. A positive NPV
directly corresponds to a landowner's net increase in wealth for every acre of forest managed under that management option.
Land Expectation Value expresses the dollar
amount that a landowner can afford to pay for
bare land to grow infinite rotations of tree
crops if he or she does not already own the
land.
Equal Annual Equivalent values represent the
single annual payment that will equal net
present value over the life of the timber investment. EAE allows one to compare periodic
returns of different lengths (i.e., forestry rotations of 33 and 40 years) and alternative investments such as forestry vs. agricultural
crops to determine the best use of the land.

Internal Rate of Return represents the average
annual rate of return for an investment given
the present and future costs and revenues. The
spreadsheet utilizes prices, costs, discount
rate, harvest volumes, and rotation length to
calculate the decision criteria.

6) Stumpage values, the price paid for standing
timber, represent Virginia Region 2 averages for
pine pulpwood, chip-n-saw and sawtimber as
reported by Timber-Mart South. Our price figures represent the average of Timber-Mart South
prices reported over a three-year period (1 st Quarter 1999 through 41h Quarter 2001).
7) Reforestation costs for site preparation and
planting are $75 per acre. This represents the
weighted average costs of straight plant and
burn/plant reforestation projects conducted during the year 2001 in Halifax County, Virginia
(Layman 2002) . Herbicide release costs are $70
per acre.
8) Taxes and land management costs of $7 .50
per acre per year are based on average annual
property taxes and management expenses for
Virginia.
9) The discount rate is 6% real (net of inflation).
This represents the anticipated return from an
alternative investment, such as long-term CD's,
bonds, or stocks.

Results
Three cases were developed that reflect reforestation options commonly faced by Virginia forest
landowners. Case 1 represents prompt reforestation without government assistance. In this scenario, the landowner invests 100% of his or her
own money in the future stand ($75/acre to reforest the stand, followed by $70/acre in two years
for herbicide release treatment). In this case,
NPV ($470.32), LEV ($540.66), EAE ($32.44) ,
and IRR (10.5%) values are all positive, indicating that this is a worthwhile investment under the
assumed conditions.
Case 2 represents prompt reforestation with costshare assistance. In this case, the landowner is
aided with a 35% cost-share payment at the beginning of the year following harvest. This costshare payment reduces costs of reforestation and
herbicide release to $48.75 and $45.50, respectively. Now, NPV ($518.37), LEV ($595.90),
EAE ($35.75), and IRR (11.6%) are not only
positive, but also more attractive than the returns
shown from Case 1.
Case 3 illustrates a landowner that postponed
stand establishment by one year due to an absence of cost-share funding, or some other factor, such as reluctance to re-invest timber sale
proceeds. The landowner is hoping to receive

ABSENCE continues on page 4
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CONTACT OUR SPONSORS AND STATE
NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AGENCIES:

Director of Virginia Forest Landowner
Education Program Moves to TNC

Virginia Department of Forestry

Dylan Jenkins, long-time director of the Virginia Forest Landowner Education
Program (VFLEP), will leave the Virginia Tech Department of Forestry late
thi winter to become The Nature Conservancy of Pennsylvania's director of
forest conservation. Since 1997, Jenkins has directed VFLEP to prominence
as one of the South's innovative landowner education programs including
development of the nation's fir t internet-based landowner education course.
To date, VFLEP has mentored over 1,600 forest landowners via the Forest
Landowner Short Course Series, impacting forest management on 330,000
acres and generating over $14 million in private landowner benefits. The
hallmark of the program's success is the collaboration of the state's many
government and private natural resource agencies. Hundreds of resource
professionals have volunteered many thousands of hours to help forest
landowners meet their goals using sustainable forestry practices.

900 Natural Resources Dr., Suite 800
Charlottesville, VA 22903
434/9n-6555

www.dof.state.va.us

..

Virginia
llll Tech
Department of Forestry

Virginia Tech Department of Forestry
& Virginia Cooperative Extension
216 Cheatham Hall (0324)
Blacksburg, VA 24061
540/231-6391

www.cnr. vt.edulforestupdate

Virginia Department of Game
& Inland Fisheries
P.O. Box 11104
Richmond, VA 23230-1104
804/367-1000

As TNC's director of forest conservation, Jenkins will coordinate the agency's
Mid-Atlantic Division (PA,WV,NJ,DE,MD,VA) forestry initiative. Main
responsibilities include forest management oversight ofTNC's 40,000 acres in
Pennsylvania, serving as liaison between TNC and the broad natural resource
community, and development of programs that promote sustainable forestry
practice at the landscape level. Jenkins will be based in TNC's Harrisburg, PA
office. As a recent appointee to the Society of American Foresters (SAF)
National Policy Committee, he will also help to develop forest policy intiatives
for both TNC and SAF. Dylan may be contacted at: (phone) 717/232-6001
djenkins@tnc.org.

www.dgif.state.va. us

Virginia Forestry Association
8810-B Patterson Ave.
Richmond, VA 23229-6322
804/741-0836

www.vaforestry.org
For a complete listing of the natural resource management
agencies in your county, visit the Assistance Finder at:
www.cnr.vt.edu/forestupdate and click on "Assistance."

The Virginia Tech Department of Forestry currently plans to refill the VFLEP
director position by May l. In the interim, please check the Virginia Forest
Landowner Update website which will continue to be updated regularly.

This publication is supported by matching grant fund from the Virginia
Forest Stewardship Program administered by the Virginia Department of
Forestry in cooperation with the USDA Forest Service.
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